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Agenda 

 Our production and figures  

 Breeding and health 

 Startup and temperature strategy 

 Feeding and grinding strategy 

 Delivery strategy 

 Challenges and motivation. 



Krannestrup production 

 My self. 

 Owned by Niels Åge Arve 

 480 hectares 

 Placed near Århus. 

 7 employees  by pigs 

 1300 sows. 1 site. 

 20.000 slaughterpigs. 4 sites. 

 41.000 weaners 1 site. 

 UK produktion. 

 

 



Slagtesvinestald 



Smågrisestald 



Figures from E-kontrol 

 Minus 30 FE. Down on 293 

FE.                             

Placed as nr. 17. 

 Was to good in start. Start 

up at 297 FE per produced 

pig. 

 Big challenge.  

 

 

Goal Krannestrup Kalstrup Ogstrup Såby 

Type Dry feed Dry feed Wet feed Finished feed 

Daily gain Ca. 1000 1.113 1038 989 1.067 

Feed usage 2,70 2,62 2,79 2,63 2,55 

Mortality 2,5% 2,5% 2,1% 3,1% 3,9% 

Meatpercent 60,% 59,5% 60,2% 60,5% 60,4% 



Hernia pigs 

 



Breeding and health 

 Use of Duroc plus kød (meat) from 

Hatting. 

 UK production. High meat percent 

gives high amount of pigs with 

good price. 

 Sex sorting at 7 kg. 

 Status: SPF+Myc. 

 Vaccines: Mycoplasma. 

 Medication to avoid diarrhea. Uses 

Tylan. 

 Often pigs are sick 2 times. Often 

at weaning and at arival in 

slagtesvinestald. 



Startup procedures and temperatur strategy 

 - 2 days before start: Turn floor heating to 50 degrees. 

 - 1 day before start: Sort pigs in clime stables.  

 - 1 day before start: Drying out the stable. If NO floor heating: use 30 liters of 
diesel for every 100 pigs.  

 - 1 day before start: Start-up dry feed chain so pigs will have feed from the first 
minute. 

 - One day before the start: straw in all pens for small pigs and hospital pens. 

 - Start day: In the morning set temp. and diesel canon to 30 degrees 

 - After pigs will come set temp to 22 degr.  

 - Start day: Check pens with infrared thermometer. Concrete temperature must be 
20 degrees. 

 - Start day: Floor heating is lowered to 40 degrees 

 - Start day: Hospital pens and empty pens: Close air inlets (vægventiler).        

 - Start day: When piglets entered, shower floor for 5 minutes. 

 - Day 2: Turn off the floor heating. 

 - Day 2 and forward: No temperature curve, but measure temperature in the pens 
and look at the pigs. Always aim at 19-22 degrees in the pens.  

 



Start up. They must lay correct 

 



Feeding strategy 

Dry feed: 

 Make sure feed from the start, no 

empty feeders. 

 In beginning feed chain is running 

from 6 to 18 o’clock. Runs every 1½ 

hour for feeders with pipe. Runs 

every 4 hours for feeders with tank. 

 Getting bigger.  

 After 60 kg they shall work for feed. 

Distance only a small finger. Feed 

chain only from 6 to 16 o’clock. 

 Clean wooden silos every week.  

 

Wet feed: 

 Feed curves.  

 Cleaning every week. 

 Try avoiding days with feed errors. 

Normally 3 days per batch. 



From start:                           From 60kg: 



Wet feed                       Dry feed 



 

ACO Funki wet feed computer.  

High feed amount per day. 
Mineraler 







Silo cleaning. 



Grinding degree 

 Every 4 weeks. 

 Goal: 80% under 1 mm. By 

weighing. 

 

 



Delivery plan 
 Follow every week. Do plan to 

deliver 1, 2, 3 or 4 loads? 

 First pigs out of the section is hernia  
(brok) pigs and male pigs. 

 Weigh 1 or 2 pigs in stable. Let it run 
on the coridor when finding pigs for 
slaughter. 

Data: 

 Wanted weight: 86 kg average. 

 Wanted meat: 60,5-61% 

 UK approved: 83% 

 Delivered in basis weight group: 97% 

 



Challenges and Motivation 

 Every Monday meeting. Talk about 

current topics and current week. 

 Every month meeting. New ideas 

and solving details. Data and 

analyse 

 

 Use Google Keep list for 

remembering. I use it every day. 

 Uses schemes, pictures and 

consultants. 



Google Keep 

Share with Rene and/or  

Niels Aage  



Questions? 

 


